THE COCA COLA COMPANYPROMOTION/PRIZE AWARD –DEPT0.COCA COLA AVENUESTAMFORD BRIDGE LONDON.
SW1V 3DW UNITED FROM THE COCA COLA COMPANY PROMOTION /PRIZE AWARD.

Ticket number (2PYUK/2012)
Ballot number (UK: 5132/2012
THE COCA COLA COMPANY OFFICIAL PRIZE NOTIFICATION
Dear Winner,
We are pleased to inform you of the result of the just concluded annual final draws held on the 2nd
September, 2012 by Coca-Cola in conjunction with the British American Tobacco Worldwide
Promotion, your email was among the 20 Lucky winners who won £550, 000, 00 (Five Hundred, and
fifty Thousand British Pounds) each on the COCACOLA COMPANY PROMOTION.
However the results were released on the (1th of october, 2012) and your email was attached to ticket
number (2PYUK/2012) and ballot number (UK: 5132/2012) The online draws was conducted by a
random selection of email addresses from an exclusive list of 29,031 E-mail addresses of individuals
and corporate bodies picked by an advanced automated random computer search from the internet.
However, no tickets were sold but all email addresses were assigned to different ticket numbers for
representation and privacy. This Lottery is approved by the British Gambling Board and also Licensed
by the International Association of Gambling Regulators (IAGR).This is the 3rd of its kind and we
intend to sensitize the public.
In ORDER to claim your winning prizes, You will have to fill the form below and send it to the Claim
agent of THE COCA COLA COMPANY Head Quarters Park Town in Johannesburg (South Africa)
for verification and then you will be directed on how to claim your wining amount of £550, 000, 00
Which has already been deposited in your favor?
NAME:......................................AGE:........................................SEX:...........................ADDRESS:..................
EMAIL:.....................................
PHONE:...................................
OCCUPATION:.........................COMPANY:...............................COUNTRY:...............................
Please you are advised to complete the form above and send it immediately to the contact of your claim
agent below through email for prompt collection of your fund from the designated bank.
(CONTACT CLAIM AGENT)
Name: MR.TOM DIBBS
Email: tomdibbs12@hotmail.com
D/Line: +27 78 706 2878
You are to keep all lotto information away from the general public especially your ticket number and
ballot number. (This is important as a case of double claims will not be entertained).
Accept my hearty congratulations once again!
Yours faithfully, Agent
MRS.TRACY GOLDEN
Management

